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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Established in 2016, the Bernal Institute is the largest

Bernal’s own strategic goals form the basis of the

research institute at the University of Limerick (UL).

Institute’s strategic plan for the period 2019 to 2022.

Bernal’s vision is to become the leading international

The following five goals have been identified:

research institute for the scientific design and

1. Deliver globally recognised research in structured

manufacture of structured materials to meet global

materials

challenges, particularly in the areas of health, energy
and the environment. Its mission is to develop

2. Empower members to reach their full potential

disruptive technologies that will create a legacy of
3. Maximise opportunities to commercialise research

scientific achievement in structured materials research
for the benefit of future generations. Bernal’s work is

4. Extend our global reach through collaborative

underpinned by these values: vision, integrity and

partnerships

excellence, entrepreneurship, collaboration, education,
equality and diversity, and safety.

5. Develop the Institute into a high-performing,
sustainable entity

Bernal’s research is built around its strengths, which
Each goal is supported by two strategic objectives.

include competencies in key areas, multidisciplinary
teams of top world-leading researchers, a culture of
industry engagement and enterprise creation, agility

For the plan to be fully implemented, a number of critical

and flexibility, and state-of-the-art facilities. Through

issues relating to resources, project management,

its pre-amalgamation entities – MSSI, Stokes and the

leadership, structures, reporting mechanisms and

Bernal Project – Bernal has a strong legacy of both

external stakeholder support will need to be addressed.

entrepreneurship, in the form of patent applications and
the incubation of spinout companies, and traditional

The four Bernal research clusters will contribute to the

research outputs, in the form of peer-reviewed

achievement of the strategy by addressing the global

publications in high-impact journals.

grand challenges in health, energy and the environment
in ways most appropriate to each cluster. In addition,

Bernal hosts four national translational research

Bernal will work with the hosted national research

centres and actively collaborates with six others. The

centres, UL’s other research institutes and relevant

hosted research centres are affiliated to one or more

UL faculties, schools and departments in a targeted

of Bernal’s four research clusters, which work to meet

manner to implement the strategy as successfully as

national challenges with potentially global solutions.

possible. Using a project-management approach,
annual operational plans will be devised to progress

UL’s strategic research goals relate to research

the strategy. The operational plans will be reviewed

excellence, impact, people and ecosystem, and

and reported upon regularly throughout the lifecycle of

international reach, and Bernal contributes to the

the overall strategic plan.

achievement of each goal in specific ways.
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FOREWORD FROM THE PRESIDENT
OF THE UNIVERSITY OF LIMERICK
I am delighted to present Structures Matter, the Bernal

Institute will enable its students and staff to reach their

Institute’s strategic plan for the period 2019 to 2022. The

full potential, effect positive change in the world and

visionary strategy is firmly rooted in solving important

drive a sustainable international economy.

global challenges, both within and beyond the lifetime
of the strategy. The strategy’s combined aspirations of

I wish the Bernal Director and team every success

achieving research excellence and societal impact fully

in implementing this strategic plan. I look forward to

align with the ambitions of the University of Limerick.

learning about the results of Bernal’s continued efforts

In addition, Structures Matter contributes clearly to

to grow UL’s research excellence and its international

Innovation 2020, the Irish government’s strategy to

reputation, promote the impact of its commercial

make Ireland a leader in global innovation.

activities and, above all, develop the talent of Bernal
students and staff.

Students and staff are the true capital of the University
of Limerick. By providing a great graduate experience,
by fostering a constructive, STEM-oriented environment
and entrepreneurial spirit, by developing talent and
by facilitating contact with global scientific leaders

Des Fitzgerald

through the Bernal international network, the Bernal

President, University of Limerick

3
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SUPERVISORY BOARD COMMENTS
“The Bernal Institute brings together a powerful multidisciplinary cross-campus
community of faculty and students to create stakeholder value from excellence in
materials research.
I expect the Bernal Institute to grow into a globally recognised broad-based
structured materials institute, partnering with others to deliver positive societal
impact.”
DR KIERAN DRAIN, SORAA INC.
“The world needs excellent science focusing on real impact to help society urgently
transform in order to address the complex and interlinked challenges in health,
energy and environment that we face today.
I expect the Bernal Institute to contribute significantly to the development of
disruptive technological solutions with real impact given the breadth of its team’s
expertise in translational structured materials research, world-class infrastructure,
excellent European and global network, and its ‘can do’ mentality.”
PROFESSOR MARY RITTER, IMPERIAL COLLEGE LONDON
“Structures matter. Structures are made of materials. Materials matter a lot.
If you owned a car 50 years ago, by the time it had driven 100,000 km, it was giving
a lot of trouble. By 150,000 km, the bodywork had rust holes right through and the
engine had worn out. The car was sent to the scrapyard. The improvement is entirely
the result of the application of materials science research. Everything we have, from
saucepans to smartphones, is enabled by materials science. The Bernal Institute’s
mission is to develop the science to meet the needs of the future.”
DR IAN QUINN, IRISH ACADEMY OF ENGINEERING
“The University of Limerick has a significant track record of research in materials.
With the range and capabilities of its researchers and infrastructure, the Bernal
Institute is now poised to deliver on its ambition to be the leading international
research institute in structured materials. I expect that this ambition will be realised
and that the Institute will make significant contributions that address global research
challenges in health, energy and the environment.”
PROFESSOR EDMOND MAGNER, DEAN OF SCIENCE & ENGINEERING,
UNIVERSITY OF LIMERICK
“The Bernal Institute is an exciting demonstration of our commitment to progress
research and innovation at the University of Limerick as we build on firm foundations
and a reputation for delivering significant impact for our research partners. The
Bernal Strategic Plan 2022 focuses on research excellence in structured materials
characterisation, design and manufacturing while leveraging our position as the
leader in translational research and extending our global reach.”
DR MARY SHIRE, VICE PRESIDENT RESEARCH AND ENTERPRISE,
UNIVERSITY OF LIMERICK

4
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PREFACE
Structures Matter, the Bernal Institute’s strategic

The Bernal strategic plan is moving to the next stage.

plan 2019–2022, provides an ambitious compass

The dialogue that began in 2017 concluded in the form

for the future of the Institute. As expressed in the

of this plan at the end of 2018. The plan is ambitious,

plan, our ambitions are high: to become the leading

measurable and achievable. It will direct us to lead

international research institute for the scientific design

initiatives and benefit from new opportunities. The

and manufacture of structured materials to meet global

implementation plan will be appraised frequently

challenges, particularly in the areas of health, energy

and updated accordingly. In a vibrant and growing

and the environment. We want to deliver disruptive

community such as Bernal, internal and external

technologies to address these challenges.

communications become vital. We will enlist the support
of the entire Bernal community to deliver in this area.

For such a young institute (2016), achieving these
ambitions means significantly growing the scientific

Above all else, we are committed to delivering

and societal impact of our research. This can only be

excellent research in structured materials, empowering

accomplished by placing a firm emphasis on talent

our members to reach their full potential, maximising

development and (inter)national collaborations. In

opportunities to commercialise our research, extending

these areas, we need to make significant progress to

our global reach through collaborative partnerships

achieve our targets by 2022. To do so, the strategic

and developing the Institute into a high-performing

plan needs to come to life and transform the way we

sustainable entity.

work, the way we organise ourselves, the way we
support the organisation, the way we reach out and the
way we deliver.
Our people – students, graduates and staff – are at
the core of the strategic plan. To instil a culture where
research excellence and impact, on the economy and
society, take centre stage, developing our team’s talent
and ambition is paramount. The strategic plan offers a
roadmap to providing a positive graduate experience,
winning prestigious personal grants and operating
successful multidisciplinary collaborations across and
beyond the Institute.

Luuk van der Wielen,

Jon O’Halloran,

Director

General Manager

Bernal and its predecessors have hosted large publicprivate collaborative programmes, including multiple

January 2019

Science Foundation Ireland and Enterprise Ireland
centres. In addition to direct academic and industrial
collaborations, these partnerships will not only form
the backbone of the strategy but will expand over the
coming years. We realise that a greater societal impact
can be achieved only by placing more emphasis on
entrepreneurship in commercial and social ventures.
This is one of the strategy’s clear goals.

5
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INTRODUCTION & CONTEXT

1 .1

OVERVIEW OF BERNAL

Launched in November 2016, the Bernal Institute at the

Bernal is one of three research institutes at UL.

University of Limerick (UL) incorporates into one unified

Attached to the Faculty of Science and Engineering,

flagship research institute three preceding entities:

Bernal represents a €100 million+ investment in

the Materials and Surface Science Institute (MSSI),

buildings, equipment and programmes. It has world-

established in 1998; the Stokes Institute, established in

class characterisation, modelling and manufacturing

2004; and the Bernal Project, launched in 2013. MSSI

facilities concentrated in 20,000 m2 of high-quality,

encompassed internationally competitive research

multi-purpose research space. In 2017/18 alone, Bernal

expertise in materials science, Stokes specialised in

secured approximately €26 million in leading-edge

commercialising research in the microfluidics space,

materials characterisation equipment and composites

and the Bernal Project recruited global leaders to

and pharmaceuticals manufacturing infrastructure,

enhance the work of both entities.

which has contributed to enhancing the international
competitiveness of the Institute.

The

amalgamated

Bernal

Institute

hosts

a

multidisciplinary team of world-leading scientists and

Bernal’s vision is to become the leading international

engineers at UL. By mid-2018, Bernal was home to

research institute for the scientific design and

389 researchers, 15 operational and technical staff and

manufacture of structured materials to meet global

20 national centre support staff. The Institute plans to

challenges, particularly in the areas of health, energy

grow the number of its researchers to 450 by 2022.

and the environment. This strategic plan addresses
how the Institute plans to realise that vision.

PhD candidates Chiara Benedictis, winner of the 2018 Bernal Research Day Poster
Competition and Mariagrazia Proto

7

1.2

RESEARCH STRENGTHS

Bernal research focuses on the synthesis (making),
characterisation (measuring) and design (inventing) of
nano, meso and macro structured materials. The research
builds on the Institute’s strengths, which include:
1. Truly multidisciplinary teams built around worldleading researchers in established and emerging
high-potential fields
2. Home to international research leaders in specific
fields
3. A culture of industry engagement and enterprise
creation
4. Agility and flexibility to lead initiatives and seize
opportunities
5. Pre-existing competencies in materials
characterisation, composite materials, solid-state
chemistry and engineering
6. World-class characterisation, modelling and
manufacturing facilities
7. Host to four UL-led Science Foundation Ireland (SFI)
and Enterprise Ireland (EI) research centres and
partnerships with six other national research centres
Through its pre-amalgamation entity MSSI, Bernal has
an excellent record of accomplishment in traditional
research outputs, such as peer-reviewed publications
in high-impact journals. It is a world leader in crystal,
process and composites engineering. The Institute has
attracted and appointed top scientists – through the
Bernal Project – and developed internal talent to lead
in the areas of process engineering, crystal and nano
engineering, biomaterials, advanced microscopy and
composites engineering and enhance work in the areas
of bioprocess engineering and advanced manufacturing.

LIGHTNING WIRES
by Dr Mathew Gleeson
SFI RESERCH IMAGE OF
THE YEAR 2015

Bernal has a strong legacy of entrepreneurship through
its other pre-amalgamation entity Stokes. Since the mid2000s, in addition to generating a significant number of
patent applications, Stokes established and incubated
spinout companies – Stokes Bio and Hooke Bio – and

The image shows a

helped to create the ecosystem that yielded GenCell

collection of “nanowires”

Biosystems. Focusing on microfluidic technologies,

measuring a fraction of the

these companies attracted €10 million in venture capital;

diameter of a human hair

two of the companies were subsequently sold for €150
million collectively.

INTRODUCTION & CONTEXT

Bernal Institute scientists, Dr Aimee Stapleton and Dr Tofail Syed discovered that crystals
of the protein lysozyme are piezoelectric. Being inherently biocompatible, lysozyme may
surpass other piezoelectric materials as the material of choice for energy harvesters in
medical device applications in the future. The Direct Piezoelectric Effect in the Globular
Protein Lysozyme, paper by Aimee Stapleton and Syed A M Tofail, is published in Applied
Physics Letters (October 02, 2017).

9

1.3

N AT I O N A L E N G AG E M E N T

Bernal hosts four national translational research
centres and actively collaborates with six others. The
four hosted research centres are:
• SFI-funded Synthesis and Solid State
Pharmaceutical Centre (SSPC)
• EI-funded Dairy Processing Technology Centre
(DPTC)
• EI-funded Pharmaceutical Manufacturing Technology
Centre (PMTC)
• EI-funded Irish Composites Centre (IComp)

The six other national research centres (all SFI-funded)
with which Bernal collaborates are:
• CONFIRM (Smart Manufacturing Research Centre):
advanced manufacturing technology and increased
data and modelling activities
• MAREI: renewable energy
• CURAM: medical devices
• AMBER: advanced materials
• CONNECT: communications
• BEACON: bioeconomy
Connectivity

through

the

centres

and

through

liaison with other established industrial partners
provides Bernal with excellent links to over 100 Irish
and international companies. This underlines the
translational research potential of the Institute.
STARSHIP ENTERPRISE
by Dr Anthony Maher
SFI RESERCH IMAGE OF
THE YEAR 2014

The size and scale of Bernal makes it a significant
contributor to the Irish research landscape and a key
influencer of national policy in the field of structured,
materials. To date, Bernal has had influence on

An Optical Micrograph

Innovation 2020 and the revised Research Priority

image that shows a Form

Areas 2018 to 2023. It is vital that Bernal engages

II piracetam crystal (rough,

with and shapes further Project Ireland 2040 National

dissolving) undergoing a

Planning Framework as well as other government-led

polymorphic transformation

strategic initiatives.

to a more stable Form III
crystal (smooth, defined
faces) in methanol at 25°C.

INTRODUCTION & CONTEXT

1.4

RESEARCH CLUSTERS

Efforts to harness Bernal’s research strengths led

The clusters are supported centrally by an operations

to the establishment of four research clusters. A

support unit and by a team of instrument scientist staff

research cluster is defined as having a critical mass

dedicated to maintaining state-of-the-art equipment

of researchers, at the centre of which are leading

that is essential to the needs of the clusters’ scientists

scientists and engineers. The cluster provides a

and engineers.

conducive mentoring and training environment for
junior colleagues, postdocs and graduate students in a

The four national centres hosted within Bernal are

multidisciplinary setting. Bernal’s four research clusters

affiliated to one or more of the research clusters and

are:

boast their own Bernal-based support staff but with a
national brief to support the broader centre activities.

• Molecular & Nano Materials (MOL)

Figure 1 illustrates the relationships between the clusters and the
national centres.

• Bio Materials (BIO)
• Composite Materials (COMP)
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Figure 1: Bernal Research clusters and hosted centres
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1.5 ADDRESSING GLOBAL GRAND CHALLENGES THROUGH
T R A N S L AT I O N A L R E S E A R C H
One of the goals of UL’s research strategic plan,

Project Ireland 2040 National Planning Framework,

Excellence and Impact 2020, is to leverage the

Innovation 2020 and the revised Research Priority

university’s position as a leader in translational research

Areas 2018 to 2023.

and innovation to make an impact on the economy
and society. With its translational research culture,

The research clusters work to address national

entrepreneurial expertise, research excellence and

challenges with potentially global solutions. Refer to

outstanding infrastructure and facilities, Bernal focuses

section 1.6.2 for more on how Bernal contributes to

on addressing specific global grand challenges in the

addressing global grand challenges.

areas of health, energy and the environment. These

Table 1 presents samples of research currently being conducted by
the four research clusters.

challenges are aligned to specific UN sustainable
development goals (3, 7, 13). They also respond to

Table 1 Current research cluster work with respect to global grand challenges
RESEARCH CLUSTER

HEALTH

MOLECULAR & NANO MATERIALS

Co-crystals for greater efficacy of medicines
Improved medicines based on nanoparticle drug
substances
Healthy food additives with novel functionalities

BIO MATERIALS

Minimally invasive biomedical devices
Hydrogels for tissue scaffolds and cell delivery
Immunomodulatory materials and safe multifunctional
materials (biopiezoelectricity, antibacterial coatings)
to improve patient comfort (reduced follow-up
surgery)

COMPOSITE MATERIALS

Design of advanced biomedical devices such as
multifunctional catheters and their computer modelbased, remote manipulation
Fibre-reinforced hydrogels for tissue repair
Nanocomposites for wearable medical devices

PROCESS ENGINEERING

Mild operating conditions including biotech
Continual manufacturing (reduced volume and risk)

12
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Composite Materials
Cluster Leader, Professor
Paul Weaver, pictured
with his research group
moments before his
Inaugural lecture entitled
Planes, NOT trains
and automobiles, what
composite structures can
do for you!
Professor Weaver’s
Inaugural lecture was held
at the Bernal Institute, on
25 April 2018.

ENERGY

ENVIRONMENT & SUSTAINABILITY

Energy-efficient production of advanced materials for

Solvent-free manufacture

pharmaceutical and energy applications

More environmentally friendly batteries:

Advanced materials to enable C-storage and

(i) cobalt free;

conversion

(ii) ionic liquids to replace organic electrolytes;
(iii) water soluble battery components for ease of

Next-generation batteries enabled by nanomaterials

recycling;
(iv) aluminium ion batteries

Energy-efficient commodity purification through use
of nanoporous materials

Advanced materials to enable disruptive carbon
negative technologies
Clean water from air using nanoporous materials

Renewable energy from renewable materials

Renewable performance materials such as carbon

(interface with composite materials)

fiber from lignin and other bio-based components

Renewable energy from lightweight and sustainable

Lightweight transport systems for air, sea and road

materials

End-of-life disassembly and recycling of composite

Thermoelectric materials

materials

Bio-based composites for batteries

Bio and other renewable composites

Advanced energy and C-storage/conversion

Solvent-free processing (mechanochemistry) of
advanced materials to reduce waste

Process synthesis and integration

Multiphase, bio- and hybrid processing

From liquid mediated towards solid phase; residue
stream utilisation
13
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1.6

C O N T R I B U T I N G T O U L’ S S T R A T E G I C R E S E A R C H G O A L S

The Bernal Institute contributes significantly to the

1

3

RESEARCH
EXCELLENCE

PEOPLE &
ECOSYSTEM

2

4

I M PA C T

I N T E R N AT I O N A L
REACH

implementation of UL’s institutional strategic plan –
Broadening Horizons – and research strategic plan –
Excellence and Impact 2020. As specified in Excellence
and Impact 2020, UL’s strategic research goals are:
1. Research Excellence: Deliver excellent research
to firmly establish our reputation as a research-led
university
2. Impact: Leverage our position as the leader in
translational research and innovation to make an
impact on the economy and society
3. People and Ecosystem: Invest in and empower our
people through a culture of excellence and impact

Figure 2: UL’s research goals

4. International Reach: Extend our global reach
by engaging in collaborative partnerships and
disseminating research

Bernal contributes to the achievement of each goal as described below.

1.6.1 Research Excellence

1.6.2 Impact

The first goal of UL’s research strategy is to deliver

The translational nature of Bernal research puts the

excellent research to firmly establish a reputation as a

Institute in an excellent position to have an impact on

research-led university. As UL’s largest institute, Bernal

global grand challenges in the areas of health, energy

plays a critical role here. The excellence of Bernal’s

and the environment. Bernal contributes to each area

research across all relevant disciplines is evidenced

in the following ways:

through

excellent

high-quality

research

outputs,

• Good health and wellbeing: Delivering affordable

including:

and safe medicine and nutritional materials,

• Peer-reviewed journal articles in top-quartile and

effective and robust medical devices and therapies

decile publications

with minimal invasiveness and enhanced patient
comfort

• Citations

• Affordable and clean energy: Advancing

• Reputation of Bernal researchers globally

technologies for generation and storage of power,
for heat and transport domestically and industrially,

Highly prestigious research inputs are also vital to

preferably from renewable resources, with

delivering research excellence. Delivering awards such

optimised production and use efficiencies

as European Research Council (ERC) and Marie Curie
• Environment and sustainability: Developing

Fellowships are examples of such indicators of success

new cost-effective, low-carbon manufacturing

for Bernal.

technologies of and with structured materials from
renewable resources and improved options for
recycling

14
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GRAND CHALLENGES/APPLICATION FIELDS
10 -9

Length Scale (m)
10 -3

10 -6

Biomedical
Materials

10 0

Biocarbon Fibre
Wing & Wind

Biocarbon fiber
Wing & Wind

Antibacterial Coatings
Biopiezo Harvest

e/C storage &
conversion

10 3

LEGEND
Process Engineering

C Capture
Batteries

Pharmaceuticals
& Food

Molecular & Nano
Bio Materials

Combi-drugs
Functional Food

Composite Materials

Competencies & Facilities
CHEM/PROCESS ENG.

MECH ENG.

MOL/NANO CHARACT.

MECH CHARACT.
MULTISCALE COMPUTER MODELLING/IMAGING

Figure 3: Addressing global grand challenges

Figure 3 illustrates how the work of the research clusters in making,
characterising and designing structured materials relates to specific
grand challenges. Some current initiatives are given as concrete
examples, but projects and programmes are not limited to these.

1.6.3 People and Ecosystem

1.6.4 International Reach

Developing talent, especially that of PIs, is the

Bernal has well-established partnerships with the

cornerstone of quality improvement at Bernal. Driven

multinational manufacturing sector based in Ireland as

by our values, culture and entrepreneurial spirit, we

well as strong engagement through research projects

are active participants in the process of identifying UL’s

with emerging Irish SMEs in niche areas. However, the

strategic recommendations for talent development.

research landscape is increasingly international, and

Once recruited, we strive to provide our researchers

Bernal’s partners and competitors are not restricted

with an environment and experience that expands

to Ireland. We also collaborate with multinational

their intellectual and leadership capabilities in a truly

companies’ corporate headquarters of R&D and liaise

international setting.

extensively with top academic partners globally.

Over three-quarters of the Bernal community are

Attracting the best talent to the Institute – both from

PhD students and postdoctoral researchers. These

Ireland and abroad – deepens our talent pool. Ireland

people are at the highest level of education and will

continues to be an active member of the European Union,

become future leaders in Irish research, education

and Irish research – fundamental and translational –

and enterprise. The Institute strives to stimulate the

must compete with the best EU proposals for European

intellectual and leadership capabilities of its early- and

funding. None of this is done in isolation but rather

mid-career researchers, and this includes exposing

in high-quality networks of academic institutions and

them to a network of internationally leading academic

industrial partnerships. As Bernal strives to realise its

and industrial partners in a structured manner.

vision, we must be strategic in our partnerships.

15
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02

BERNAL’S
FUTURE
DIRECTION
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BERNALS FUTURE DIRECTION

2016 Masters student in Aeronautical Engineering, Raphëlle Ransay pictured spray coating
carbon fibre. Raphëlle manufactured a stiffened skin structure by Vacuum assisted infusion.

17
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2 .1

V I S I O N , M I S S I O N A N D VA LU E S

2.1.1 Vision

TO BECOME THE LEADING
INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH
INSTITUTE FOR THE SCIENTIFIC
DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF
STRUCTURED MATERIALS TO
MEET GLOBAL CHALLENGES,
PARTICULARLY IN THE AREAS
OF HEALTH, ENERGY AND THE
ENVIRONMENT.

OUR VISION EXPLAINED

When the research clusters’ strengths are considered, a notable
theme common to all four that emerges is in the area of structured
materials: materials that deliver significant advances in performance
from their specific structures.

The multidisciplinary nature of the pool of Bernal researchers who
work on structured materials – from scientists to engineers – uniquely
enables the Institute to address specific challenges within the areas
of health, energy and the environment. The Institute’s research will
not only address challenges but also lead the way on finding societal
and industrial solutions in these specific areas.
18

BERNALS FUTURE DIRECTION

2.1.2 Mission

BY DEVELOPING DISRUPTIVE
TECHNOLOGIES RELATED TO
HEALTH, ENERGY AND THE
ENVIRONMENT, WE WILL CREATE
A LEGACY OF SCIENTIFIC
ACHIEVEMENT IN STRUCTURED
MATERIALS RESEARCH THAT
BENEFITS FUTURE GENERATIONS.

OUR MISSION EXPLAINED

Bernal research resides mainly within the Pasteur quadrant of
research. As such, the research is underpinned by significant scientific
understanding and addresses current real-world challenges. Rather
than seeking to deliver incremental change to society within the
relevant grand challenge areas, Bernal strives for its research to be
disruptive and to deliver transformative solutions that will change
forever the way society and industry operate.

19
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2.1.3 Values
Bernal espouses the following values:

VISION
Team members are encouraged to be thought leaders capable of
creating new approaches.

INTEGRITY &
EXCELLENCE
Integrity and Excellence are at the heart of everything that we do.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP
We pride ourselves on a can-do attitude that is dynamic, creative and
enterprise-focused.

COLLABORATION
We value strong and long-standing partnerships.

EDUCATION
Developing our community – from undergraduate to full professor –
is a primary goal.

EQUALITY & DIVERSITY
We uphold best practice in equality, diversity and inclusivity.

SAFETY
We are committed to the health and safety of all members of the team.
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Bernal Distinguished Lecturer, Professor Robert S. Langer, MIT pictured with members of
the Bio Materials Cluster Dr John Mulvihill and Dr Sarah Hudson on June 2nd 2017.
Professor Langer’s lecture at the Bernal Institute explained how his research led to new
therapies and drug delivery technologies including nanoparticles and nanotechnology that
are now being studied for treating cancer, other illnesses and in vaccine delivery.
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2.2

S T R AT E G I C G OA L S A N D O B J E C T I V E S

Bernal’s strategic plan 2019–2022 is based around
five strategic goals, as depicted in Figure 4 below.
Each goal is supported by two strategic objectives,
which combine to provide a clear pathway for Bernal to
realise its vision and accomplish its mission.
2.2.1 Goals

1
Deliver globally
recognised research
in structured
materials

5

2

Develop the
institute into a
high-performing,
sustainable entity

Empower
members to reach
their full potential

4

3

Extend our global
reach through
collaborative
partnerships

Maximise
opportunities
to commercialise
research

Figure 4: Strategic goals
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GOAL 1
DELIVER GLOBALLY RECOGNISED RESEARCH IN STRUCTURED MATERIALS
While the Bernal Institute is physically located in Ireland, our clusters’ research is
benchmarked globally. We now intend to build on our strengths to develop further,
invest in our talent and experimental infrastructure and actively participate in the
associated international academic and industrial community. By doing so, Bernal and
its research clusters will become an increasingly attractive home for global talent.

GOAL 2
EMPOWER MEMBERS TO REACH THEIR FULL POTENTIAL
Above all, the Bernal Institute aims to foster a conducive environment for the
development of people. Our priority is to provide a positive graduate experience:
our graduate students, postdoctoral researchers and research fellows are expected
to reach their full potential as scientists in a translational environment. They will
be expected to challenge their scientific capabilities to find solutions that make a
real difference to society, industry and beyond. Bernal will provide a safe learning
environment where they can develop their communication skills, build awareness about
public perceptions of research, better understand the challenges of implementing
technological innovation in society and develop elements of leadership.
The Bernal Institute realises the extent to which the talents of staff members are
diverse. We will provide a professional mentoring and coaching environment that
empowers each individual to reach their full potential. The potential of individuals can
range from becoming a global authority in a specific scientific field to becoming an
excellent translational researcher in implementing scientific concepts in a real-world
practice to becoming a successful entrepreneur. Talent development is a central pillar
of Bernal’s strategy and is intimately linked to UL’s departments and schools.

GOAL 3
MAXIMISE OPPORTUNITIES TO COMMERCIALISE RESEARCH
Being a translational research institute, we will contribute to sustainable economic
development by creating enterprise, enabling Irish industries and collaborating with
world industry leaders through excellent research and technology development
in structured materials. The Bernal Institute targets leadership in stimulating
entrepreneurship among our members with a view to fostering greater sustainable
economic development in Ireland. Our research will have an impact on global
challenges in a disruptive way. Depending on the circumstances, this might best be
achieved in a national or international context. We will maximise such opportunities by
developing a balanced portfolio of commercialisation activities, which, in turn, should
attract top international industrial players, both small and large. In addition, we will
proactively support start-ups and spinouts and continue to engage with Irish industries.
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GOAL 4
EXTEND OUR GLOBAL REACH THROUGH COLLABORATIVE PARTNERSHIPS
At Bernal, we realise that global grand challenges are complex and multifaceted. To
best tackle such challenges, we will actively build global partnerships, particularly with
world leaders in fields that complement our strengths. Being a young and ambitious
research institute, we understand that we need to develop collaborative networks
with top players in such fields. Our strategy is rooted in the European scientific and
industrial landscape, and we keep a keen eye out for opportunities that arise from
speedy world developments. In all cases, we aim to harness our strengths in structured
materials to make a real-world impact.

GOAL 5
DEVELOP THE INSTITUTE INTO A HIGH-PERFORMING, SUSTAINABLE
ENTITY
The Bernal Institute represents a significant financial and human capital investment in
Irish research. While academic staff are funded by UL and research staff are funded
through research projects and programmes, the backbone of equipment infrastructure
needs specific attention since the base university funding cannot fully cover
operational, maintenance and upgrading costs. Bernal is not alone in this situation. All
academic institutes involved in advanced materials research struggle with paying for
costly experimental infrastructure.
Bernal will strive to develop the Institute into a financially stable business that addresses
the needs of its research community while maintaining and growing the human and
physical infrastructure required to accomplish its mission.
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GLYCINE SPIDER WEB
by Dr Sarah Guerin
Glycine is the smallest building block
of all biological materials, and it can be
crystallised in many different shapes. Here
we see glycine needles, which have been
grown on a colourful polymer coating so
they maintain this interesting structure.
If we bend these needles they generate
electricity, due to a phenomenon known
as piezoelectricity.
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2.2.2 Objectives
The table below sets out the strategic objectives that
support each of the five goals.

Table 2 Strategic goals and objectives

GOALS

OBJECTIVES

1. DELIVER GLOBALLY RECOGNISED

1.1 Maximise the quality, quantity

1.2 Be recognised as a global

RESEARCH IN STRUCTURED

and scientific impact of research

leader in structured materials

MATERIALS

outputs

research

2. EMPOWER MEMBERS TO REACH

2.1 Create an excellent doctoral

2.2 Prioritise the development

THEIR FULL POTENTIAL

training and conducive mentoring of talent across all career stages
environment that attracts topclass graduate students and
postdocs to our research clusters

3. MAXIMISE OPPORTUNITIES TO

3.1 Foster an entrepreneurial

3.2 Lead strategic research

COMMERCIALISE RESEARCH

culture, drive commercialisation

projects that have the potential

and actively support start-up

to transform national and global

companies

economies

4. EXTEND OUR GLOBAL REACH

4.1 Raise the profile of Bernal

4.2 Develop an appropriate

THROUGH COLLABORATIVE

research internationally

national and international

PARTNERSHIPS

funding portfolio for research
activities

5. DEVELOP THE INSTITUTE INTO A

5.1 Ensure all structures and

5.2 Have a clear budgetary

HIGH-PERFORMING, SUSTAINABLE

operating processes support the

strategy and business plan for

ENTITY

implementation of the strategy

the lifecycle of the strategy
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DETAILS
1.1 An outcome of this objective will be more top

1.2 A leading global reputation will attract the very

quartile and decile publications, more citations and

best researchers from all over the world, which,

research that has a demonstrable impact in the real

in turn, will give rise to further excellent research

world.

outputs.

2.1 The success of this objective will be measured

2.2 Achieving this objective will lead to greater

in terms of the careers our graduates aspire to, the

outputs for the Institute at earlier career points than

reputation Bernal gains globally as an institute for

would otherwise be the case while maximising the

excellent postgraduate education and the demand for

outputs and capabilities of senior research staff.

future postgraduate positions in our research clusters.

3.1 Achieving this objective will give rise to more

3.2 An outcome of this objective will see each

technology transfer outputs.

research cluster spearheading an active project with
at least one international industrial partner that does
not have a presence in Ireland currently.

4.1 Achieving this objective will be evidenced by

4.2 Success with this objective will be a balanced

more global academic partnerships with emerging

portfolio of funding for Bernal’s research across state,

economies and industries that may or may not have a

industry and non-exchequer/non-commercial (NENC)

working base in Ireland.

funding sources.

5.1 The outcome of this objective will be efficient

5.2 Success with this objective will take the form

and effective systems that align with our strategic

of a balanced financial budget with income sources

ambitions and that support diversity within Bernal.

delivered through UL contributions, overhead income
and independent funding derived from within the
Institute itself.
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Bernal Chair in Microscopy and Imaging Ursel Bangert and UL President Dr Des Fitzgerald
at the unveiling of one of the world’s most advanced instruments, the €9 million Titan
Themis Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM).
The TEM allows researchers to study materials at an atomic level in real-world conditions.
The ability to visualise materials at this level is key for the development, fabrication and
application of advanced materials (e.g., in the nano-electronics, construction, pharma and
bio-sectors), and will be beneficial for any project requiring nano-structural characterisation,
in academia and industry alike.
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The Process Engineering Lab won in three
categories at the Irish Lab Awards 2017, namely the
Chemical Laboratory, the Pharmaceutical Laboratory,
and most notably the Academic or Research
Laboratory 2017. In awarding these honours, the
jury mentioned the lab as being ‘unrivalled’, a
reflection and recognition of the positive impact
of the research activities undertaken by Process
Engineering Leader Professor Gavin Walker and his
team at the Bernal Institute.

Molecular Nano Materials Cluster Leader
Professor Mike Zaworotko is ranked among
the world’s top 1% of highly cited researchers.
Clarivate Analytics identifies researchers from
around the globe who have consistently won
recognition in the form of high citation counts
over a decade. The Web of Science serves as
the basis for the regular listings of researchers
whose citation records position them in the
top 1% by citations for their field and year.
Professor Zaworotko made the list in 2018 in
two categories: Chemistry and Pharmacology
& Toxicology.
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03

CONTRIBUTION OF
RESEARCH
CLUSTERS
TO THE
STRATEGY
30

C O N T R I B U T I O N O F R E S E A R C H C LU S T E R S TO T H E S T R AT E G Y

3 .1

G L O B A L I M PA C T O F R E S E A R C H C L U S T E R S

Work conducted by Bernal’s four research clusters on
national challenges has the potential to go global. Table
3 specifies ways in which each cluster can contribute to
meeting global grand challenges in health, energy and
the environment. Unless otherwise stated, the figures
presented are with respect to the year 2030.

Table 3 How the research clusters can address the grand challenges
CLUSTER/

HEALTH

ENERGY

ENVIRONMENT

Halving OPEX and CAPEX

30% reduction in OPEX

Halving emissions in

and CAPEX, doubling

industrial manufacturing

GLOBAL
GRAND
CHALLENGES
MOLECULAR
& NANO
MATERIALS
BIO MATERIALS

Enable affordable combi- and
personalised drugs
Zero-infection implants
Diagnostics sensitivity and
rate improved by a factor of 10

renewable energy
Halving follow-up

Not an initial cluster focus

surgery (heart, brain) with
improved cost and comfort
by implanted bio-energy
harvesters

COMPOSITE

Not an initial cluster focus

MATERIALS

30% reduction in OPEX

Potential for new low-

and CAPEX of composite

carbon composites industry

structures

within Ireland (wind and

Doubling wind energy

transport)

and halving transport

Halving carbon emissions in

energy use by lightweight

transport (reduced weight

structures

and fossil materials)

PROCESS

Halving OPEX and CAPEX

30% reduction in OPEX

Halving carbon emissions

ENGINEERING

of pharma/ nutrition

and CAPEX

in energy, food,

manufacturing

Doubling renewable

Combination and

energy use and materials

personalised medicine at

recycling

competitive price
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3.2

M O L E C U L A R A N D N A N O M AT E R I A L S C LU S T E R ( M O L )

Centuries

ago,

during

the

Renaissance,

Specific goals for MOL

the

development of new design concepts and the

1. Develop new materials and design methods

importation of engineering techniques revolutionised

for molecular and nano structured materials

architecture and meant that buildings unlike any seen

with multiple functionalities, with increased

before could be constructed. Today we are at a point

performance in capacity and rates, on renewable/

where the expansion of computational power, the

recyclable and affordable building blocks.

development of better/faster characterisation methods
and the evolution of synthesis concepts, such as self-

2. Establish disruptive technologies based on those

assembly and supramolecular chemistry, have enabled

molecular and nano structured materials at low

the dream of materials by design to approach fruition.

costs and improved emission profiles.

This ‘materials design revolution’ is poised to profoundly
influence society by impacting, among other activities,
energy sustainability and drug development. Simply
put, by finding the right chemical structures, materials
scientists and engineers can gain the level of power
that architects have when designing new buildings.
This means that molecular and nano materials platforms
that are custom-designed to suit tasks as diverse as
drug delivery, carbon capture, natural gas storage,
heterogeneous catalysis and commodity purification
are at hand. This is because each of these challenges
can be addressed with novel materials that overcome
the weaknesses or handicaps of current technologies.
Crystal and nano materials engineering has recently
afforded breakthroughs in both materials design and
properties. We also study nucleation and growth in both
hard (metal, semiconductor) and soft (pharmaceutical)
nanocrystal materials with an emphasis on size, shape
and crystal phase control.
By way of example, functional porous materials
known as metal-organic materials (MOMs), which
have an unprecedented surface area (i.e., a football
field per gram), can reduce energy consumption
by catalysis, carbon capture or natural gas storage.
Another example can be seen in multi-component
pharmaceutical materials (MPMs), such as (ionic) cocrystals and hydrates, which can be used to enable
new and improved medicines to be developed. Other
applications include semiconductor nanocrystals and
nanowires with a focus on synthesis, assembly and
device applications in energy storage and conversion
applications.

PhD candidate Rana Sanii pictured working
in the Crystal Engineering Lab
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3.3

B I O M AT E R I A L S C LU S T E R ( B I O )

In the 21st century, tackling grand challenges in the

of molecular and cellular properties in physiological

area of human health and wellbeing is going through

environments. BIO’s groundbreaking contributions

a revolution. There is a growing consensus that an

to the field of biopiezoelectricity and the regulatory

integrated and holistic approach is needed to converge

approval of new bioactive bone cement are current

the understanding and diagnoses of disease processes

examples of the strength and success of its holistic

to enable more personalised and preventive medicine.

approach to the medicine of today.

Treatments will have to be individualised because each
Specific goals for BIO

person’s genetic code may require designing targeted
molecular and cellular therapies. Diseases develop

1. Develop new robust and sensitive analytical

within the local structure of body parts and spread

technologies using organoids and other structured

through a complex biological hierarchy, starting from

biomaterials.

the molecular building blocks towards cells, tissues and
organs. This calls for bio-science and bio-engineering

2. Develop multifunctional biomaterials to deliver

to work together with medical professionals to develop

minimally invasive and safer therapeutic treatment

tools, methodologies and therapies to solve pertinent

and surgery, leading to higher patient comfort,

medical and healthcare problems.

greater therapeutic success and lower health cost
(less follow-up surgery).

Disruptive technologies underpinned by custom3. Develop advanced, multifunctional biomaterials

designed and state-of-the-art equipment are essential
for the development of bioactive materials and medical

through modeling, targeted design and

devices that will ensure the wellbeing and health of

subsequent manufacturing.

society. To achieve this, BIO focuses on structured
biological materials based on biomolecular and
cellular building blocks that range from molecular
ensembles to cell aggregates, tissues and organs. Nonbiological materials such as implants, drugs and their
combination are developed to stimulate a targeted
biological response towards healing. Our knowledge
of interactions at the interface of the body and its outer
environment, of biomaterials and the physiological
microenvironment

and

of

biomaterials’

own

components still poses huge scientific and engineering
challenges. The current use of animal models requires
replacement and reductions using robust functional in
vitro and in silico models.
The modelling, design and synthesis of innovative
biomaterials validated within in vitro mimetic models of
diseases, high-resolution imaging and characterisation
tools and functional biomaterials such as polymers,
ceramics, metals and biologicals will pave the way for
the development of new therapeutic strategies and
solutions. To this effect, molecular characterisation
and processing are linked with process engineering as
well as molecular and nanomaterials science through
the respective Bernal research clusters, not only for

Mature science student Gene Noonan in the

the production and study of biological and bioactive

Bernal Bio Labs, using the Protein Simple

molecules but also to obtain a better understanding

Maurice system for protein characterisation
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3.4

C O M P O S I T E S M AT E R I A L S C LU S T E R ( C O M P )
Specific goals for COMP

The grand challenges in affordable and clean energy and
in environment and sustainability require breakthroughs

1. Develop new manufacturing technology, materials

in the design and manufacturing of installations for

and design methods for composites that reduce

producing renewable energy as well as more efficient

manufacturing costs, increase performance and

and lightweight transport. More specifically, Composites

use fewer of the Earth’s resources than do current

focuses on two main application areas: renewable wind

solutions.

energy and sustainable aircraft transport. The cluster’s
research will focus on combining material development,

2. Attract international composites players to Ireland

manufacturing technology and design methods, and

to establish new enterprises.

each area will be pursued in balance and harmony
3. Develop disruptive technologies based on new

with the other two so that equi-fidelity contributions to

cost-effective manufacturing techniques with new

technology are made.

bio-based composites from renewable resources.
In relation to renewable energy, Bernal is already
pursuing the development of new carbon fibre materials
from sustainable resources (lignin). Once sufficiently
largescale production is achieved, composites will
be developed with thermoplastic matrices made from
natural, sustainable sources.
In terms of application, research in manufacturing
and design methods contributes in a complementary
manner to the areas of renewable energy and
sustainable transport. The cluster will develop new
composites manufacturing technology that will help
reduce the cost of energy production from wind turbine
blades and lead to cheaper, better-performing aircraft
(less fuel burn). Design methods will focus on advanced
stress analysis development and the subsequent
development of tools that exploit our new combination
of materials and manufacturing technology.

IComp Research Assistant, Winnie Obande
inspecting an extruded film.
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3.5

PROCESS ENGINEERING CLUSTER (PROC)
Specific goals for PROC

While the shift from batch to continuous manufacturing
remains topical in the pharmaceutical and other

1. Develop efficient manufacturing processes ranging

specialty sectors, fully continuous processing streams,

from high-added-value specialty products such

from reaction to tablet, have yet to be realised.

as vaccines, medicine and food ingredients to

Advances in continuous upstream processes, such as

commodity products such as food stuffs, chemical

flow chemistry, and continuous crystallisation remain

building blocks and energy carriers that are safe,

decoupled from advances in downstream formulation,

high-quality and affordable.

and key limitations exist for both aspects. Moreover,
suitable options for continuous isolation and drying at

2. Reduce the capital and operation costs of

pharmaceutical relevant scales and in pharmaceutical

processes by at least 50%.

environments (containment, cleaning and ATEX) are
3. Reduce the waste generation and net energy

limited.

consumption of manufacturing processes by 2.5%
per year for five years.

On the downstream side, continuous feeding of
powders at low feed rates is challenging, and the exact
mechanism of particle-particle interactions in some
unit operations is not fully understood. On a broader
perspective, the mechanics of coupling unit operations
together and coordinating inlet and outlet flows are
not trivial, and mechanical and mathematical modelling
expertise in this area is currently lacking.
Process analytical technology and modelling will be
used by PROC to foster a fuller understanding of the
process and to control outputs. PROC will aim to cut
the capital and operation costs of processes in half.
This will have the effect of enabling millions of new
patients in emerging markets and the developing world
to benefit from the dramatically improved availability of
medicine and nutrition (health) and worldwide access
to affordable clean energy. Furthermore, the cluster
aims to reduce the waste generation and net energy
consumption of manufacturing processes by 2.5% year
on year for five years, which will mean that Irish and
European (carbon) emission targets are met, leading to
a substantial contribution to reducing global warming.

Dr Gayathri Kollamaram using a continuous
pharmaceutical twin-screw granulation and
hot melt extrusion apparatus.
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04

BUILDING
SYNERGIES
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BUILDING SYNERGIES

4 .1

WITHIN THE RESEARCH CLUSTERS

New scientific concepts develop all the time, especially

clusters. Bernal will use its strategic fund to stimulate this

at the interface of disciplines. Therefore, the Bernal

under conditions that target externally funded research

Institute will initiate activities to engage researchers

projects. Bernal will organise workshops, seminars and

across its four research clusters. Specific measures

other events with internal and external stakeholders to

to be elaborated further are jointly supervised PhD

promote interdisciplinary cross-fertilisation.

projects by researchers from at least two research

4.2

WITH UL ACADEMIC UNITS

Building synergies is not restricted to initiatives within

The Bernal Institute will continue to forge strong links with

the Bernal Institute but also encompasses UL faculties,

relevant UL academic departments and schools. Through

schools and departments. For example, Bernal will

these links, scientific and engineering developments

work with the Faculty of Education and Health Sciences

can be transferred quite quickly to students, which is

around structured materials-based innovations in

inspiring for them. Our early- and mid-career researchers

biomedical research, health and sports; with the Kemmy

can oversee bachelor’s and master’s design and thesis

Business School to promote the interface between

projects under the supervision of a principle investigator

business and entrepreneurship and national and

(PI). This broadens the researchers’ teaching experience

sectorial economic development, such as in aviation;

and provides them with excellent opportunities for

and with the Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social

developing their skills in research and technology.

Sciences to promote technological innovation in the
arts and social sciences as well as creative approaches
and societal awareness among the Bernal community.

4.3

WITH UL RESEARCH INSTITUTES

UL’s two other research institutes work in the domains

technology have already led to challenging and positive

of health and software/digital respectively. Bernal

interactions, which we plan to expand in the coming

already collaborates with the health institute on

years. An early example of the interface between Bernal

biomedical research and with the software/digital

and the software/digital institute is the SFI CONFIRM

institute on advanced manufacturing, imaging, data

Smart Manufacturing Research Centre, which targets

analysis and AI, and will continue to do so in both cases.

the development of the next generation of structured

Current synergies with health research and information

materials manufacturing technology.
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4.4

W I T H N AT I O N A L R E S E A R C H C E N T R E S

The Bernal Institute and the four Bernal-hosted national

The centres will enable Bernal by:

research centres (SSPC, DPTC, PMTC and IComp) will

1. Providing a coherent and structured framework for

work together in a mutually beneficial way. Specifically,

larger-scale joint programmes and collaborations,

Bernal will enable the centres by:

especially for projects that benefit a whole sector

1. Providing valuable scientific leadership and strong

rather than a single industry player

competencies in each centre’s respective field

2. Shaping the Irish translational research landscape

2. Promoting insight and fostering creativity for

to help meet the grand challenges in health,

devising new approaches and concepts, leading

energy and the environment, particularly with

to radically new and disruptive technologies for

respect to long-term, high-risk/high-reward

existing industry partners

initiatives

3. Providing a conducive entrepreneurial

3. Increasing the visibility and reputation of Bernal at

environment that enables the commercialisation of

a national and international level

new technological concepts into new enterprises

4. Participating in Bernal-led initiatives, such as the

and job creation

Institute’s 2021 quality review, site safety initiatives,

4. Offering state-of-the-art facilities and laboratory

seminar series and infrastructural development,

space with a well-trained staff of technicians and

and at leadership meetings, as required

instrument scientists

5. Representing Bernal at international fora

5. Representing the interests of the centres via the
Director, General Manager and cluster leads at
relevant national and, especially, international fora
6. Assisting the centres to prepare renewals and
reviews
7. Initiating and facilitating inter-centre activities on
topics relating to the cross-fertilisation of science
and technology, funding, outreach, etc.
8. Increasing the value proposition of centres to
industry through the Bernal business development
unit
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TIME-OF-FLIGHT SECONDARY ION MASS SPECTROMETRY (TOF-SIMS)
CHAMBERS.
TOF-SIMS is a very sensitive surface analytical technique. It provides detailed elemental
and molecular information about surfaces, thin layers, interfaces, and full three-dimensional
analysis of the samples.
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FUNDERS

The equipment and facilities mentioned in this document have been co-funded by
the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) under Ireland’s European Structural
and Investment Funds Programmes and the HEA, the European Commission, Science
Foundation Ireland, Enterprise Ireland, IDA Ireland, The Atlantic Philanthropies and
Analog Devices.
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